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Abstract 

 

The Department of Computer Science at New Mexico State University (NMSU) is providing 

distance education to students at different locations by developing a Collaborative Virtual 

Environment called Unicron . This project introduces a set of 3D virtual objects integrated 

into Unicron. The design includes the object handling application programming interface 

(API) for objects like pens, books, and chairs, which enable the avatar to hold the pens and 

books and sit in the chair.  It also includes networking for these objects so that different users 

in the CVE can see the object possessed by each other. This project is written in the Unicon 

language which has rich 3D facilities. In this project, two kinds of table and chair objects are 

available. They are office style and lab style. This paper discusses the design and 

implementation of 3D objects that are created for Unicron and their integration into the CVE. 
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1.    Introduction 

 

      Collaborative virtual environments (CVE's) are distributed virtual spaces or places in 

which people can meet and interact with each other, with agents and with virtual objects. The 

architecture of an educational CVE should be based on teaching requirements of the 

community and should have three virtual spaces: collaborative zones, common student 

campus, and lecture rooms[Redfern02].  One potential application of CVEs is distance 

learning. NMSU wants to gives people who do not have access to computer science 

education due to the physical location, a chance to learn and participate in computer science 

using a CVE. This is why NMSU’s CVE called Unicron was launched[Kim05]. 

      A research group in the NMSU Computer Science department is building a virtual 

counterpart to Science Hall of NMSU for the purpose of distance education. The 3D objects 

in these virtual environments can help the avatar or agent to interact with other avatars or 

agents in that virtual world. For example by using a pen object, the agent can express his 

ideas or share information with other agents by writing on the board. High quality 3D objects 

cause the virtual world to appear more realistic which makes the users to feel like they are in 

a real world. 

      This report describes the design and implementation of various object classes of virtual 

objects in the CVE such as pens, books, chairs and tables. The objects in the CVE fall into 

three categories.  

      Decorations are objects that are used for display purpose. In the current version of the 

CVE wall sockets, posters and window blinds are decorations. 

      Tools are objects that enable an avatar to perform some actions by holding them in his 

hand. Objects such as pens and books come into this category. These objects help fulfill one 

of the main design goals of the CVE which is user interaction.  

      Obstacles are the objects that restrict the movement of the avatar in the CVE. Objects like 

chair, table, computer and printer are in this category. All obstacles in the CVE have a 

method called disallows () which is responsible for performing the collision detection 

between avatar and the objects.  

      Section 2 shows the UML diagram containing tools, obstacles, decorations. Section 3 

describes the design and implementation of decorations. Section 4 describes the Tool class 

which is inherited by all of the tool classes. The Tool class also contains API of tools.  

Section 5 describes the design and implementation of the obstacles category. Section 6 

describes the disallows() method fully. Section 7 describes some useful steps for the 

integration of 3D objects into CVE. Section 8 describes the rendering in CVE based on level 

of detail which can reduce the rendering burden on client side by adding a variable 

render_level to room class.  Section 9 describes related work done in this area. Section 10 is 

the conclusion section.  

      The sections which describe the design and implementation of objects are divided into 

four parts: attributes, methods, implementation and future work. Attributes of all classes 

which are useful to rotate the object takes the value in degrees and all other attributes takes 

the value in meters. The attribute which take its value in degrees places the object facing to 

the south when its value is 0 degrees. The attributes part describes the important variables of 

the class. The methods part describes the various methods that are used in that class with their 

declaration. The implementation part describes how these methods are implemented in the 

class. The final part describes the future work that can be done on that object’s class.  
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2. UML diagram depicting Tools, Obstacles, Decorations in CVE 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

3.      Decorations  

 

      Decorations are display objects in the CVE and do not have much functionality. Objects 

such as window blinds, posters, and sockets are considered decorations in the current version 

of the CVE. The following section describes the implementation of window blinds in the 

CVE. 

3.1    Design of Window blinds 

Window blinds in the CVE are just like curtains to windows. These window blinds makes the 

rooms in the CVE more realistic. The Window blinds class contains the following attributes 

and methods.  

Attributes 

 x, y, z : position of the window blinds 

 color_rod : color of the rod which contains blinds  

 color_blinds : color of the blinds  
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 angle : angle(degrees) at which the blinds are placed inside the room  

 height : height of the blinds  

 width : width of the blinds 

Methods:  

1. Render:  This method draws the window blinds at desired position according to the 

coordinates.  

2. initially(coords,pos,crod,cblinds,ht,wth): This is the constructor method of the 

Window blinds class 

• Parameter coords is a list containing the x,y,z position of the table  

• Parameter pos takes the angle (in degrees) at which the window blinds  has to 

placed inside the room and assigns its value to the angle variable of the 

Window blinds class. 

• Parameter crod takes the color of the rod to which blinds are hanged and 

assigns its value to the color_rod variable of the Window blinds class.  

• Parameter cblinds takes the color of the blinds and assigns its value to the 

color_blinds variable of the Window blinds class 

• parameter ht takes the height of the blinds and assigns its value to the height 

variable of the Window blinds class 

• parameter with takes the height of the blinds and assigns its value to the width 

variable of the Window blinds class 

 Implementation  

The render method draws window blinds. It creates blinds by using every loop. 

Future Work 

      The window blinds object is static and doesn't support any movement of blinds right now. 

The future work of window blinds may include writing the APIs for avatar and this object so 

that an avatar can rotate the blinds so that he can see the outside world. In the current version 

of the window blinds, the blinds will be placed at some fixed angle always. The future work 

should also include some variable which helps in rotating the blinds to the specified angle 
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                                    Figure 1: Window Blinds in CVE 

4.       Tool  

 Tools are the objects which can be held by an avatar and enable the avatar to do some 

actions with those objects in hand. The objects like pen, book, back pack are considered as 

tools in the CVE. All the object classes that belong to the tools category inherit the Tool class 

which is explained in detail in this section. Sections 3.2, 3.3 describe the implementation of 

pen and book in the CVE in detail. The UML diagram for the tools category is shown below, 
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4.1    The Tool Class 

   

      The methods useful for Dynamic Object Implementation for objects are kept in  

 a class called Tool. It is inherited by all the object classes that belong to the tools 

category. It contains the API for objects to interact with an avatar. The following are the 

methods of the API.  

   

      The Tool API is divided into two parts. One part of the API contains the methods  

 which are useful in setting the position of the object with respect to the avatar's arm  

 when he possesses an object in CVE. The second part contains the methods useful to  

 keep the object in the avatar's hand while he moves in the CVE. Along with these 

methods the APIs contain some other methods that return values of the avatar class.  

 
 1:  PushMatrix()  
 2:     sca:=Scale(1,1,1)  

 3:     Translate(x,y,z)  

 4:      rot:=Rotate(0,0,1,0)  

 5:     PushMatrix()  

 6:        mv:=Translate(0,0,0)  

 7:         romx:=Rotate(0,1,0,0)  

 8:         romy:=Rotate(0,0,1,0)  

 9:         romz:=Rotate(0,0,0,1)  

 10:        PushMatrix()  

 11:           mvDraw:=Translate(0,0,0)  

 12:            rox:=Rotate(origXangle,1,0,0) 

 13:            roy:=Rotate(origYangle,0,1,0)  

 14:            roz:=Rotate(origZangle,0,0,1)  

 15:        PopMatrix()  

 16:     PopMatrix()  

 17:  PopMatrix()  

 

      The above code is responsible for holding an object by an avatar. In Unicon all graphical 

primitives return a record containing the two pieces of information. For example the 

graphical primitive Rotate(0,0,1,0,) returns a record gl_Rotate(“Rotate”,0,0,1,0) and adds it 

to a built-in list called the display list. The variable rot in the above code holds a reference to 

this record through which  this object can modify the values of this record at run time. The 

Refresh()  can redraw the objects according to these new values[Martinez04]. These variables 

contain the name of the primitive followed by the parameters to that primitive. In Unicon this 

is the technique used for animation. The Chair class has two methods called Move, Rotate 

which use animation to move and rotate the chair. The virtual chair section explains these two 

methods. 

 

The following three methods belong to the first part of API.  

 

  setSize(xscale,yscale,zscale) :  This method takes the scaling factors from the avatar to scale 

up or scale down the  object size held by avatar according to his size. This method  

implements objects of various sizes based on avatar's size.    

  setPosAvatar(posx,posy,posz) : This method sets the object position with respect to the 

position of the avatar.  As the avatar moves in the CVE this method is called to set the 

object's position as that of avatar. This method affects lines 2-4 in the above code.    

  setPosPart(posx,posy,posz) : This method sets the position of the object to the position of 

the left arm. Whenever the avatar possesses an object in CVE the possess method in 'arm' 
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class calls this method to set the object position and orientation relative to that of the part(arm 

here) which holds the object. This method affects lines 6-9 in the above code.    

  setPosObj(posx,posy,posz) : This method sets the position of the object with respect to the 

position of the left arm. Whenever the avatar possesses an object in the CVE the possess 

method in 'arm' class calls this method to set the object position and orientation of the object 

with respect to the left arm, which holds the object. This method affects lines 11-14 in the 

above code. 

 The following three methods belong to the second part of API.  

moveAlongAvatar(posx,posy,posz,angle) : This method changes the position and orientation 

of the object held by  an avatar while he moves and rotates in the CVE. This  method is called 

whenever the avatar moves or turns in the CVE.    

  moveAlongPart(xangle,yangle,zangle) :  This method changes the orientation of the object 

when the avatar's hand rotates in CVE like moving the object front and back whenever the 

avatar's hands moves front and back while he is moving.   

unpossessed(posx,posy,posz) : This method unpossesses the object from the avatar's hands by 

setting the various variables. It mainly sets the position of the object to the position of the 

avatar but having the 'y' coordinate to '0' to place it on the floor.  

  getX():  getY():  getZ(): These methods return the current 'x','y','z'  coordinates of the 

object.  These methods are useful in sitDown, standUp methods in the avatar class. Figure 2 

shows the avatar holding a pen object 

 

                      
Figure 2: Avatar Holding a Pen in CVE 

 

 

4.2   Virtual Pens   

      The purpose of Pen objects in the CVE is to support the interaction between the users. 

The users can share and express their ideas with the help of pens by writing with them on the 

White board.  Consequently, virtual pens resemble whiteboard markers. The Pen class 

contains the following attributes and methods.  
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Attributes  

1. Position :  The x,y,z coordinates of the pen  

2. Color   :   Describes the color of the pen  

3. Angle :     Tells at what angle (in degrees) the pen should be placed in a room.     

      The Pen rotates in clockwise direction if the angle is positive            

      otherwise it rotates in an anti clockwise direction. 

Methods  

The pen class inherits the Tool class. The Tool class contains the pen APIs for avatars to 

handle pens dynamically in the CVE. The Pen class contains the allows() method which plays 

an important role in possessing a pen by an avatar. It also contains the unpossess() method 

which plays an important role in unpossessing a pen by an avatar in CVE. 

1. Render:  This method uses the above variables and draws the pen at desired position 

according to the coordinates. 

2. unpossess(): This method sets default values to all the variables that are useful in 

object handling. 

3. allows(): The  allows() method determines whether an avatar can pick up an object in 

the CVE or not. The avatar should lie in the bounding box of an object to possess it. 

This method is called whenever a user presses a key to possess an object to check 

whether the avatar lies in the bounding box of that object or not. It sets a variable of 

that object called isMoving to 1 if the avatar lies in the bounding box of that object. 

This variable is checked at runtime whenever an avatar wants to take an object in 

CVE.   

4. initially(coords,col,A): This is the constructor method of the Pen class.  

� Parameter coords is a list containing the x,y,z position of the pen object  

� Parameter col takes the color of the pen and assigns its value to the color 

variable of the pen class.  

� Parameter A takes the angle in degrees at which the pen has to place inside the 

room and assigns its value to the Angle variable of the pen class. It places the 

pen in clockwise direction if its value is positive otherwise it places the pen in 

negative direction. 

Implementation 

      Pen object contain 4 subobjects. They are upper part, lower part, pointer, top, closing for 

the top.  

a.  Render Method 

      The render method draws the above subobjects to draw a pen.  The upper part, lower part, 

top, pointer are cylinders. The top closing is a sphere. 3D graphical primitives like 

DrawCyliner(), DrawSphere() are used to draw the pen object.  Transformations like 

Translate(), Rotate() are also used to place the pen tool at the required position. 
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Future Work 

1. The pen class should have a kind variable which takes values such as 'marker' or 

'regular'. Based on these values, kinds of pens such as marker pen or regular pen can 

be drawn.  

2. The pen's cap is always open in the current version. In future version, the API’s may 

be extended so that whenever an avatar grabs a pen, the pen cap opens and whenever 

he drops it the pen cap closes, which is more realistic to see.  

3. The API's are only useful for holding the pen by an avatar. But these API's should be 

extended so that the avatar can give his pen to another avatar. This will allow the pen 

to be moved through more hands, which is useful, as well as realistic to see. 

 

Figure 3: Virtual Pens in CVE 

4.3    Virtual Books   

      The purpose of the Book class in the CVE is to provide education and support the 

exchange of information by avatars. The Book class contains the following attributes and 

methods. 

  Attributes  

   Position :  The x,y,z coordinates of the book  

   Color   :   Describes the color of the book  

   Angle :     Tells at what angle (in degrees) the book should be placed in a room.  

Methods  

The book class inherits the Tool class. The Tool class contains the book API's for avatar to 

handle book dynamically in CVE. The Book class contains an allows() method which plays 

an important role in possessing a book by an avatar. It also contains an unpossess() method 

which plays an important role in unpossessing a book by an avatar in CVE.   
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1. Render:  This method uses the above variables and draws the book at the desired 

position according to the coordinates. 

2. unpossessed(): This method sets default values to all the variables that are useful in 

object handling. 

3. allows():This method is explained in the previous section. 

4. initially(coords,col,A): This is the constructor method of the Book class.  

� Parameter coords is a list containing the x,y,z position of the book object  

� Parameter col takes the color of the table and assigns its value to the color 

variable of the book class.  

� Parameter A takes the angle at which the book has to place inside the room 

and assigns its value to the Angle variable of the book class. 

 Implementation 

              The book object is a set of cubes. It contains three subparts. They are upper part, 

lower part, pages. All these subparts are cubes.  

a.   Render Method 

       The render method draws above subparts to draw a book. Each page is drawn by using 

DrawCube() 3D graphical primitive. The every loop draws the pages of the book object.  

Future Work 

1.  The current version uses only one type of book that is text book. But in future by 

adding a new variable named type which takes two values 'textbook' or 'notebook'. 

Based on these two values a text book or a note book can be drawn.  

2. The future should include in mapping the textures on to the book pad so that avatar 

can see the book name.  

3. Right now in the CVE the book can be held by an avatar, but the avatar can't open the 

book like in the real world. A user can see the contents of the book in a tabbed 

window by pressing a key on the keyboard. To make the book open like in real world 

the future work should improve the existing API's so that they can show the book 

open in avatar's hands. 

4. In the same way as with the pen, the future work should include developing API's of 

book so that it can be handed from one avatar to another. This would make the 

avatar's actions on book object more realistic.  
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Figure 4: Virtual Books in CVE 

 

 

4. 4   Network commands for dynamic object handling in CVE 

                

      In the CVE the avatar.icn file has 4 methods called possess(), unpossess(), 

switchobjectUp(), switchobjectDown() which play an important role in possessing a tool, 

unpossessing a tool, switching the tools he possessed to up, switching the tools he possessed 

to down. In the CVE all the objects possessed by an avatar are stored in a list data structure. 

The variable currObjID always points to the object currently owned by an avatar.  The 

possess(), unpossess(), switchobjectUp(),  switchobjectDown() methods modify this variable 

to change the object he currently owns and holds. 

 

      In the CVE,  the user has to press ‘^x’ to possess an object. When user presses that key 

the event ‘^x’ in dispatch.icn will execute first. This event checks all the tools’ objects 

allows() method by passing avatar’s x,y,z values as parameters to find whether he lies in that 

tool’s bounding box or not.  If he lies, the event calls that avatar’s possess() method by 

passing that tool object as parameter.  

 

      The possess() method increments the currObjID value by 1 and renders that object in 

avatar’s hands. It also sends a network command ‘ \\possess’  to the server to pass it to all 

other clients who currently logged into CVE. The network command in CVE is a string 

containing the name of the command concatenated by a set of strings useful for that 

command to send over the network. The ‘\\possess’ network command looks like below, 

 

      "\\possess " || object[currObjID].Id || " " || a_name 

 

       All the remote clients who are currently logged into the CVE must see the same avatar 

holding the same object in the same room as this local client machine.  To make it possible, 

each and every tool object in the current CVE has some unique ID and each avatar has a 

unique name.  This ID differentiates one tool object from another.  The avatar’s name 

differentiates from one avatar to the other. All the commands relating to these objects must 

send that object’s ID and that avatar’s name to the server as a part of it. The following are the 

commands passed to the server in unpossessing, switching the object to up and down, 

 

     "\\unpossess " || object[currObjID].Id || " " || a_name 
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     "\\switchobjectup" || object[currObjID].Id || " " || a_name 

   

     "\\switchobjectdown" || object[currObjID].Id || " " || a_name 

  

      The unpossess command calls the corresponding avatar’s unpossess() method on remote 

clients which in turn calls that object’s unpossess() method. switchobjectUp() and 

switchobjectDown() are useful in switching from one object to the other up and down. The 

avatar can switch from any object to other object by executing one or more times these 

commands.   

Future Work 

      The current version of the CVE doesn't maintain the dynamic state of the objects like 

pens or books. For example assume that an avatar hold 3 pen objects. Suddenly the server 

crashes. Restarting the system it is not possible to see the same avatar holding those previous 

pen objects. By maintaining the dynamic state of all these objects the state can be preserved 

even though the system crash occurs. The current version of the CVE stores the avatar 

position, angle and current room in a file named <avatar name>.state It is located at 

unicron/dat/users directory. In future this file can be modified by adding one more line to that 

file as   objects   Pen12, Pen13, Book34, Book23.   Here Pen12, Pen13, Book34, Book23 are 

the objects an avatar currently owned.  When system crash occurs the objects will be 

rendered in avatar's hand by reading from this line instead of rendering on tables or on floor. 

The number followed by the object name should be unique which helps in distinguishing 

between one object to the other. 

 

5.     Obstacles  

      Obstacles are objects that restrict the movement of the avatar in the CVE. The objects 

like chair, table, computer, printer comes in to this category. The computer and printer 

objects have no functionality in the CVE right now. The attributes currently present in 

these classes can be used in future to add functionality to them. These attributes are 

discussed in 4.3, 4.4 sections. The UML diagram for the obstacles category is shown 

below, 
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5.1        Virtual Chair  

The Chair class is a subclass of Obstacle class which is an abstract class. The chair class 

contains the following attributes and methods.  

   Attributes 

x,y,z: The x,y,z coordinates of the position of the chair 

color : Describes the color of the chair 

position_cube : Tells at what angle (in degrees) the chair should be placed in a room 

type : Tells the type of the chair (Office chair or Lab chair) 

movable : Which tells whether the chair is movable or not  

minx,miny,minz,maxx,maxy,maxz,collide : Collide variables  

 

 Methods  

1. Render():  This method draws the chair at a desired position according to the 

coordinates. This method doesn’t have parameters.  

2. move(x_dest,y_dest,z_dest): This method is responsible for moving the chair from 

one place to the another place. This method takes destination place coordinates as 

parameters(x_dest,y_dest,z_dest) and translates the chair. 

3. Rotate(angle): This method rotates the chair. It takes the angle to which it has to 

rotate as parameter and rotates the chair.  

4. initially(coords,pos,col,kind,mov): This is the constructor method of the Chair class.  

� Parameter coords is a list containing the x,y,z position of the chair.  
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� Parameter pos takes the position of the upper cube and assigns its value to the 

position_cube variable of the chair class.  

� Parameter col takes the color of the chair and assigns its value to the color 

variable of the chair class. Parameter kind takes the type (office or lab) of chair 

and assigns its value to the type variable of the chair class. 

� Parameter mov takes 1 or 0 to specify whether the chair is movable or not. It 

assigns its value to the movable variable of the chair class.  

Implementation  

       The office chair itself is a group of objects: an upper cube, connector, disk, cylinder 

below disk, cylinder rod below disk, rectangular cube which connects all legs, cylinder below 

the rod, legs and wheels. The figure 6 is an office chair which shows all these parts. The lab 

chair is simple and contains few subobjects than an office chair. Figure 5 shows the lab chair. 

a. Render Method  

       The render method uses type variable to draw one of the two chairs. We can draw the 

chair with any angle by specifying the position_cube variable. The variable name is 

position_cube because it changes the angle of upper cube and connector only. This is because 

the chair bottom part is circular. So there is no need to turn the entire chair. The color of the 

chair can be specified by using color variable.  

The render method calls 4 methods.  

1. drawsphere() 

2. draw_parts() 

3. draw_support() 

4. draw_leg()  

      It uses methods drawsphere() and draw_parts() to draw the wheels and cube or connector 

of the office chair. It uses draw_support, draw_leg to draw the support rods and legs of the 

lab chair. The Draw_Parts method uses variables component and angle and draws the chair's 

upper part at the specified angle. The drawsphere() method draws the wheels of the office 

chair.4 

b.  Move Method  

      This method takes the destination point as an argument that tells to which position the 

chair has to move. It mainly uses the 3D parametric equation of the line to move one position 

to the other position. It also uses the temporary variables (T1,T2,T3) of class to provide 

animation to the chair while moving from one position to the other. Animation in Unicon is 

explained in section 3. This method moves the chair only if the movable attribute is 1. The 

following code snippet explains the important part of this method. 

method   Move(x_dest,y_dest,z_dest) 

   local distance,i,j, flag, incr 

 if movable = 1 then { 

         distance := sqrt( ((x-x_dest)*(x-x_dest))+ 

         (y-y_dest)*(y-y_dest)) + ((z-z_dest)*(z-z_dest)))   
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}   

      Method Move() calculates the distance between the current position of the chair and 

destination position of the chair. The following while loop iterates on incr variable to keep 

track of all the points from current position to the destination position which are at 1/(5 * 

distance) apart. It uses the 3D parametric equation of line to do this. The following code 

explains it, 
 
while incr <= 1  do { 

         # # parametric equation x := x1 + t (x2-x1) 

         Tleg1.x :=  Tleg1.x + incr * (x_dest-x) 

         # parametric equation z:= z1 + t (z2-z1) 

         Tleg1.z :=  Tleg1.z + incr * (z_dest-z) 

         incr := incr + (1/(5*distance))   

} 

      The first two statements in the above code moves the legs of the chair in XZ plane from 

current position to the destination based upon the value of incr variable.  The variables Tleg1, 

Tleg2 are the references to the records returned by the Translate operation which translates 

the legs from one position to the other. The code below explains it.  
  
while i  <= 2 do { 

     insert(render_set,PushMatrix()) 

     if flag == 0 then  { 

        insert(render_set,Tleg1:= Translate(x,y+0.09,z-0.155)) 

        insert(render_set,Rotate(80, 0.5,0,0)) 

     } 

     else 

     { 

        insert(render_set,Tleg2 := Translate(x,y+0.09,z+0.155)) 

        insert(render_set,Rotate(-80,0.5,0,0)) 

     } 

        insert(render_set,Rotate(90,0,0.65,0)) 

        insert(render_set,Scale(1,4.25,0.7)) 

        insert(render_set,Fg("diffuse  black" )) 

        insert(render_set,DrawCube(0,0,0,0.05)) 

        flag := 1 

        i := i + 1 

        insert(render_set,PopMatrix()) 

       } 

      In a similar way all the subparts of the chair will be moved from one position to the other. 

Each time the value of incr increases by 1/(5*distance), the chair reaches the destination 

point in (5*distance) steps. It will refresh the entire chair each time the above loop iterates. 

The number 5 in (5*distance) is arbitrarily chosen.  

c.   Rotate Method 

      The rotate method rotates the chair to its desired angle. This method uses the parametric 

equation of the circular plane to find the points which are separated by an angle of 20 degrees 

on the edge of the circular disk. The following code explains it, 

every i:= 1 to 35 do { 
       Refresh() 

       if dir == "positive" then 
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       theta := theta + 20 

       else 

       if dir == "negative" then 

       theta := theta - 20 

       ang_rad := dtor(theta) 

       x_trans :=   (-0.16) * sin(ang_rad) 

       z_trans :=   (-0.16) * cos(ang_rad) 

  
       T1.x := 0+x_trans 

       T1.z := 0+z_trans 

       R1.angle := 0+theta 

  

       T2.x := 0+x_trans 

       T2.z := 0+z_trans 

       R2.angle := 0+theta 

 

       delay(50) 

       Refresh() 

     } 

      This method rotates the chair in positive or negative direction based on the dir variable. 

Each time the loop iterates it rotates the cube and connector by an angle of 20 degrees. The 

angle 20 degrees is chosen arbitrarily. 

 x_trans = -0.32 * sin(ang_rad) 

 z_trans = -0.32 * cos(ang_rad) 

      The above two statements find the x,z positions on the disk of the chair at a difference of 

an angle of 20 degrees and place the connector and cube at that 

position(x+x_trans,y,z+z_trans) and rotate them by the required angle. Here two operations 

will take place: one is to rotate the connector and cube and the other one is to find the 

positions on the disk. Both translation and rotation take place here.  

      There is also one more important method called disallows() in Chair class which plays an 

important role in dynamic interaction of an avatar with the chair including sitting into the 

chair, moving the chair or rotating the chair. This is the method responsible for resisting the 

avatar to move through the chair. We also have the same method in Table class. The next 

section describes disallows() method in detail.  

 Future Work  

1. In the current version of the CVE, it is not possible to move more than one chair at the 

same time. But it is possible to do it in serial manner. The future work should add new 

methods and modify existing methods so that more than one chair can be moved at 

the same time. Right now in the CVE more than one door is moving at the same time 

by using nullstep() method. In this method all the doors will be moved by one step 

serially when there is no event occurs in CVE. This method can be useful in moving 

more than one chair at the same time. In the current version of the CVE the movement 

of the chair and the rotation of chair can’t be seen by other users as the _move and 

rotate methods do not send any networking commands to the other users who 

currently logged into the CVE.  
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2. In the current version of the CVE it is not possible to move the chair and rotate it at 

the same time. The future work should include modifying the existing methods or 

writing new methods to do this. One way of doing this is instead of writing two 

methods move and rotate, it can be done in a single method by adding one extra 

parameter which takes three values 1,2,3. If it is 1 the chair should move. If it is 2 the 

chair should rotate. If it is 3 the chair should do both movement and rotation. 

 

 

Figure 5: Lab Chair   

 
Figure 6:  Office Chair  
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5.2       Virtual Table  

The table object contains the following attributes and methods.  

Attributes  

    x,y,z :   The x,y,z coordinates of the table.  

   Color:  The color of the table.  

   Angle:  Tells at what angle (in degrees) the table should be placed in a room.  

   Type   :  Tells the type of the table (Office table or Lab table). 

   minx,miny,minz,maxx,maxy,maxz : Collide variables  

Methods  

a)  Render :  This method draws the table at the desired position according to the coordinates. 

b) initially(coords,A,col,type_table): This is the constructor method of the Table class  

� Parameter coords is a list containing the x,y,z position of the table  

� Parameter A takes the angle at which to place the table inside the room and assigns its 

value to the Angle variable of the table class. 

� Parameter col takes the color of the table and assigns its value to the color variable of 

the table class.  

� parameter type_table takes the type(office or lab)of table and assigns its value to the 

type variable of the table class. 

 

Implementation 

A table is a static physical object in the current CVE. So it won't move. A table objects also 

has many subobjects in it: top part, legs, bases to legs, draws, draw closers, knobs etc.  The 

render method draws all these objects relative to the center of the table (x,y,z). The Figure 8 

shows these subobjects.  

The render() method mainly draws two types of tables based on the type variable of its class. 

If type is equal to office it draws an office table, if type is equal to lab then it draws lab table. 

The render method calls the following methods: 

1. draw_poly()  

2. DrawOpener(p,q)  

3. draw_big_leg(angle_rad,xtrans,ztrans) 

4. draw_lower_leg(angle_rad,xtrans,ztrans) 

• draw_poly() method is responsible for drawing drawer closers. DrawOpener() 

method draws knobs of the drawers. draw_big_leg() method draws the big legs of the 

table. We have to draw the legs at the ends of the table. As the table rotates the legs of 

the table also should rotate and translate with respect to the ends of the table. Here 

angle_rad parameter takes the angle of the table class and xtrans,ztrans variables 
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takes the positions to where the legs has to translate after rotating with respect to the 

table.  

• The method draw_lower_leg(angle_rad,xtrans,ztrans) also works similarly like the 

draw_big_leg() method. The parameters will do the same job like draw_big_leg() 

method explained above.  

There is also one more important method called disallows() in Table class which plays an 

important role in resisting the avatar to move through the chair. The same methods are in the 

Chair class.  

    Future Work 

      Right now the NMSU CVE has two types of tables: Office table and Lab table. The office 

table contains drawers. Future work should include developing the API's for table and avatar 

so that avatar can open and close the drawers of the table.  

  

Fig 7: Lab Table 
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Fig 8: Office Table  

5.3    Virtual Computer  

The Computer class is a subclass of the Obstacle class. The purpose of the Computer object 

is to make the class rooms near to the real world. The intention of these objects is to make the 

users to log into these virtual systems and run virtual programs. The Computer class contains 

the following attributes and methods.  

Attributes 

x_mntr,y_mntr,z_mntr:  The x,y,z position of the monitor  

x_cpu,y_cpu,z_cpu:  The x,y,z  position of the CPU  

x_kb,y_kb,z_kb: The x,y,z position of the keyboard  

x_mouse, y_mouse, z_mouse: The x,y,z  position of the mouse  

color : Describes the color of the computer  

angle : Tells at what angle (in degrees) the computer should be placed in a room 

status: This variable to indicate the status of the cpu. If it is one then Green light glows 

otherwise Red light glows on it. 

owner: This variable contains the name of the owner of the computer.  

name: This variable contains the name (host name) of the computer  

user: It is a table containing the names of users who logged into that system and the 

information about their login like following  

� user["id"]: It gives user name of the user who logged into that computer 

� user["login_time"]: contains the time at which the user logged into that computer 

� user["logout_time"]: contains the time at which the user logged out of the 

computer 

� user["load_comp"]: contains how much percentage of the load the user is using if 

he is still login or how much load of the computer he used while he was login if he 

is not currently logged in.  
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� user["session"]: contains the length of the session of that user on that computer 

minx,miny,minz,maxx,maxy,maxz,collide : Collide variables  

  Methods:  

1. Render ():  This method draws the computer at desired position according to the 

coordinates. This method doesn’t have parameters.  

2. initially(coords_mntr,coords_cpu,coords_kb,coords_mouse,A,col,name_cmp): This 

is the constructor method of the Computer class.  

� coords_mntr is a list containing the x,y,z position of the monitor  

� coords_cpu is a list containing the x,y,z position of the CPU.  

� coords_kb is a list containing the x,y,z position of the key board.  

� coords_mouse is a list containing the x,y,z position of the mouse.  

� ang takes the angle at which the computer should be placed in side the 

room and assigns it to the angle variable of the computer class.  

� col takes the color of the computer and assigns its value to the color 

variable of the computer class. 

� name_cmp takes the name of the computer and assigns its value to the 

name variable of the computer class. 

Implementation of Methods  

Render Method 

The computer class right now contains only a render() method. This method calls 4 sub 

methods to draw monitor,CPU,keyboard,mouse respectively. Those methods are  

1. render_monitor(): uses the x_mntr,y_mntr,z_mntr variables to draw the monitor/ 

2. render_CPU():takes x_cpu,y_cpu,z_cpu variables to draw the CPU. 

3. render_KB(): takes x_kb,y_kb,z_kb variables to draw the keyboard. 

4. render_mouse() :takes x_mouse,y_mouse,z_mouse variables to draw the mouse 

 

Future Work 

1. Right now in the CVE the computer object is static and doesn't have any functionality 

like logging into a virtual computer (Virtual login session) and open programs in it. 

The future work will include in writing the API's for this object so that an avatar can 

be able to log into that computer and run virtual programs on it. The above explained 

variables can be used to implement this. 

2. There is a need for API's for making the avatar able to type with keyboard and use the 

mouse of a computer.  
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Fig 9: Computer  

 

5.4       Virtual  Printer  

The Printer class is a subclass of Obstacle class. The Printer class contains the following 

attributes and methods.  

Attributes  

x,y,z: position of the printer  

color: color of the printer  

angle: angle (in degrees) at which the printer should be placed inside the room  

Status: It represents the state of the printer. It mainly takes three values. a) On (idle)  

 b) Off c) Busy  

Tray: It is a table containing the following info of trays of the printer  

� Tray["one_state"]: contains state of the tray 1, like whether the tray is 

"empty" or "nonempty". If tray one is none empty "green" light on that tray 

glows otherwise "red" light glows  

� Tray["two_state"]: contains the state of the tray 2, like whether the tray is 

"empty" or "nonempty". If tray two is none empty "green" light on that tray 

glows otherwise "red" light glows 

� job: It is a structured variable(probably a table) containing the list of jobs on 

printer. In that table the following keys contains the required information  
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� job["id"]: It represents the ID of the job currently executing  

� job["cmp_name"]: It gives the name of the computer from which the job 

send  

� job["user"]: The name of the user who sends the job to printer  

� job["pending"]: It is a list containing names of jobs that are pending after 

the current job 

Methods  

Render():  This method uses the above variables and draws the printer at the desired 

position according to the coordinates. This method doesn’t have parameters.  

initially(coords,A,col,name_pntr): This is the constructor method of the Computer class.  

� coords  is a list containing the x,y,z position of the printer  

� A takes the angle at which the printer should be placed in side the room 

and assigns it to the angle variable of the printer class.  

� col takes the color of the printer and assigns its value to the color variable 

of the printer class. 

� name_pntr takes the name of the printer and assigns its value to the name 

variable of the computer class. 

Implementation  

 a.  Render Method 

This method doesn’t take any arguments and draws the printer by calling 

draw_component and draw_label  methods. The declaration of these methods is   

� draw_component(tx,ty,tz, sx,sy,sz,  r,a1, s,lac)     

� draw_label(tx,ty,tz,  r,a1,  s,lac,  texname) 

     The  draw_component() method draws the subcomponents of the printer while the 

draw_label() method is called whenever a texture is required on that printer. For example the 

trays of the printer require two textures having the tray number on them. To make the printer 

name appear to the users, the name should be mapped to a textured polygon on the printer. As 

with all other obstacles, this class also contains the disallows() method which restricts the 

avatar to move through them. In the current version of the CVE, the user can know the status 

of the printer without going near to it. The textures will be loaded at run time based on the 

status of the trays of the printer. The figures 10,11 shows that. In figure 10 the trays are 

labeled with green colored textures which states that trays are “nonempty”. In figure 11 the 

trays are loaded with red colored textures which states that the trays are “empty”. When 

tray[one_status]  tells the status of the tray1. tray[two_status]  tells the status of the tray2. In 

the figure 10 both tray[one_status], tray[two_status] are assigned to “nonempty”. In the 

figure 11 both tray[one_status], tray[two_status] are assigned to “empty”. 
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Figure 10:  Virtual Printer in CVE with “nonempty” trays 

 

 

Figure 11:  Virtual Printer in CVE with “empty” trays 

Future Work  

1. Right now in the CVE the printer object is static and doesn't have any functionality. 

The above mentioned variables do not perform any function on the printer. They are 

just defined in printer class for future purpose. The future work should include in 

writing the APIs for printing the virtual papers by avatars. The interface of the printer 

also should be improved so that user can see which job the printer is currently 

printing.  

6.  API for Collision detection and Dynamic interaction 
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      The disallows() is responsible for restricting the avatar to move from obstacles. Every 

object of type obstacle should implement this method. It is also useful in detecting the 

collision by an avatar. 

This method is useful in doing two things in the CVE 

1. Collision detection by avatar 

2. Dynamic interaction with avatar 

In the CVE every object that belongs to the obstacle category maintains some bounding box 

and collide variables. The bounding box variables are minx, maxx, minz, maxz and at present  

y is always 0 for base of the bounding box. The collide variable is collide. By using these 

variables each object maintains a bounding box around it. The collide variable is some extra 

offset around that box. The bounding box coordinates are like below, 

(minx,miny,minz),(maxx,min,y,maxz),(minx,miny,maxz),(maxx,miny,maxz), 

( minx,maxy,minz),(minx,maxy,maxz),(maxx,maxy,minz),(maxx,maxy,maxz)  forms the 

bounding box of the object. If avatar's next step falls into this range he can't make that step. 

He moves to side instead of going straight at that position. The bounding box of an object 

located at position x,y,z  is shown below. 

 

6.1    Collision detection by avatar 

The declaration of this method is disallows(x,z) . This method will be called before an avatar 

makes a step. The code of disallows in Room.icn is like below, 

 if minx+collide <= x <= maxx-collide & 
     minz+collide <= z <= maxz-collide    then { 

     every o := !obstacles do { 

        if o.disallows(x,z) then {            

           return 

           } 

        }          

     fail  

  } 

maxx,maxy,maxz 

maxx,maxy,minz 

maxx,miny,maxz 

maxx,miny,maxz 

minx,maxy,minz 

minx,miny,maxz 

minx,miny,minz 

minx,maxy,maxz 

x,y,z 
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     This code executes before an avatar makes a step forward. Here minx, minz, maxx, maxz 

are bounding box variables of the whole room. Collide is the offset variable to this bounding 

box. When the avatar's next step lies in this room's bounding box(it means the avatar is inside 

of the room and there is a chance of collision with objects(obstacles) inside the room) then 

this method calls the disallows() methods of all the obstacles present inside the room to 

prevent the avatar from moving through them. The every loop in the above code explains 

this. The disallows() method's code is same for all the objects of the obstacles category. The 

code below explains it. 

method disallows(x,z)  ## Box       

      if minx-collide <= x <= maxx+collide & 

         minz-collide <= z <= maxz+collide then { 

         return 

         } 

      fail 

    end 

      Here the x,z are the x,z coordinates of the avatar's next step. If the next step is inside of 

the bounding box of this object the method succeeds, otherwise it fails. The avatar can make 

that step freely(no collision with that object).  

6.2 Dynamic Interaction With Avatar 

      By using the above method it is easy to tell which objects the avatar is near. The avatar is 

near to an object whose disallows() method succeeds. The same idea is incorporated by the 

API's of chair class. The idea is whenever the disallows() method of chair succeeds the 

variable will be set to 1. Whenever the avatar presses a key on the keyboard to sit in the chair, 

the variable is checked and decides whether the avatar is near a chair or not. If this variable's 

value is 1 (i.e. that disallows() method of that chair succeeds) it indicates that the avatar is 

near to that chair. So the avatar is made to sit onto that chair. If more than one chair is near to 

the avatar he will grab a chair at shortest distance. For this the distance from the avatar's 

coordinates to the all chair objects is calculated whose disallows() methods made that 

variable to 1. From this list the chair can be at the shortest distance.  

 

7.  Integration of 3D Objects into CVE 

Following are some useful steps to follow while integrating the objects into the CVE  

1. Copy the files written to the /unicron/src/model directory 

2. Go to the /unicron/dat/nodes/model.dat file and add the object's info to the list to 

which it belongs ( for example the chair object belongs to the obstacles list). For a 

chair object, add this information in model.dat to a room's obstacle list  

� Chair { 

coords [36,0,27.6] 

position 90 

color black 

type lab 

movable true  

} 
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� Here the coords[],position,color,type,movable are the parameters of render 

method of Chair class and the right hand side values are the values of these 

parameters that are passing to Chair's render method.  

 

3. Change the makefile with new entry of that object's file 

4. In CVEBuilder.icn In parselems() method add the following code. For chair object  

add the following code. In the place of Chair just add the object class name.  

� else if ="Chair" then { 

elem := parsechair(tab(0), f) 

put(L, elem) 

} 

5. Now copy the code of one of parse<object> method and paste it and change the 

<object> with the corresponding object name(here it is chair). For chair , copied 

already existing parsetable() method and change the table to chair at the <object> 

position in the method name and wrote Chair instead of Table at the following line 

     w := Table ( self.opMode, (\ (t["coords"]) | []), t["position"],t["color"],t["type"]) 

6. Now do make and run the unicron at the command prompt and see whether the 

modifications are reflected or not into CVE.  

7. Determine how much of the object’s state is dynamic and add network commands to 

transmit the changes. 

8. Add server code to store the object’s state to the disk  

 

8.    Rendering based on level of detail in CVE 

      In the CVE currently the rendering of rooms is making the length of the display list 

extremely large. It is reducing the speed of 3D object rendering in CVE. The display list 

length can be reduced if rendering will be done based on level of detail. It is achieved by 

adding a variable called render_level to the room class which will be modified at run time 

based on the avatar position.  

      The render_level variable takes 1,2,3,4 values based on how far the room is present from 

the avatar’s current position.  Based on this distance the render_level variable of rooms will 

be set to one of the above values. The full fledged rendering of room will be done if 

render_level of that room is set to 4. Very low level rendering will be done if its value is 1. 

Initially when user logs into CVE the current room of the avatar and its adjacent rooms will 

be calculated and their render_level variable will be set according to their distance from the 

avatar. The rendering of rooms will be done next. The code below explains it clearly. 

 
   avat := world.nsh_dialog.avatar   
   x := avat.x 

   y := avat.y 

   z := avat.z 

   every node := (!TroomsToBeRendered) do { 

        temp := node                 

          xroom := temp.x 

        zroom := temp.z         

        yroom := temp.y 

        dist := find_distance(x,y,z,xroom,yroom,zroom) 

        render_dist := 6                          
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        if dist < render_dist then 

           temp.render_level := 4 

        else 

        if dist > render_dist & dist < (render_dist+10) then 

           temp.render_level := 3 

        else 

       if dist > (render_dist+10) & dist < (render_dist+20)  then 

           temp.render_level := 2 

        else 

        if dist > (render_dist+20) then 

           temp.render_level := 0  

       if  node.name == world.curr_room.name then { 

          write("name",world.curr_room.name)   

          world.curr_room.render_level := 4 } 

        node.render(world)} 

In the above code the value of render_dist is taken as 6 arbitrarily. From one level to the 

other level the render_dist value is increased by 10 which is also taken arbitrarily. Once the 

user logs into the CVE, whenever a node(room) change occurs the above procedure repeats to 

calculate the distance of new set of rooms from the avatar position.  If a node change occurs 

the rendering is done based on the new render_level values of different rooms. Level of detail 

rendering considerably reduces the rendering load on client side as the number of polygons  

and 3D subobjects can be reduced based on different levels of rendering. Each object class 

will produce 4 different types of corresponding objects based on render_level variable’s 

value. Level 1 produces objects made by far fewer 3D sub objects where as level 4 produces 

full fledged 3D objects. The following diagrams describe the 4 different types of chairs based 

on render_level variable of the room in which the chair is present.  

 

Figure 12: Chair when render_level = 1 
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Figure 13: Chair when render_level = 2 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Chair when render_level = 3 
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Figure 15: Chair when render_level = 4 

 

Future Work 

       The distance which decides the render levels of rooms can also be varied from one 

system to the other based on its 3D graphical engine speed. In systems with high speed 

graphics the distance can be more while in systems with low graphics speed the distance will 

be less. The distance is less means the number of rooms that will be rendered in level 4 is less 

when compared with more distance. The value of render_dist should be varied from one 

system to the other. For example in high speed machines its value is 20. But in low speed 

machines its value becomes 5. By reducing its value it is possible to reduce the number of 

rooms that will be render in level 4, which increases the number of rooms that will be 

rendered in level 1. The system speed should be calculated in startup code and this variable 

will be assigned based on its speed. For example if no.of frames per second( NFPS ) is > 

1500, then the render_dist will be assigned to 20. If NFPS is > 1000 and < 1500 then it will 

be assigned to 15 like that. This should be done as future work. 

       The following table illustrates the cost of the objects described so far. The table is 

created by testing different sets of objects at different render levels on an AMD64 bit 

machine. Some interesting results were found based on this table. These readings were taken 

when the avatar is in the SH 118b class room. The length of the display list increases more 

from render level 2 to render level 3 than render level to 1 to render level 2 and render level 3 

to render level 4. The display list length and the average speed gradually decrease with the 

decrease in render level. One more interesting result is textures do not affect the average 

speed much. The number and type of objects affect the average speed considerably. One 

more interesting result is that computers and chairs are increasing the display list length more 

than pens and tables. In the table display list length is decreased by 2000 from 20 computers 
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and chairs to 10 computers and chairs with same number of pens and tables. Same result can 

see from 10 computers and chairs to 5 computers and chairs with a fixed number of pens and 

tables. Here the difference is around 1000. 

 

Render_level No. of 

Compu

ters 

No. of 

Chairs 

No. of 

Tables 

No. of 

Pens 

Avg 

speed 

Display 

list length 

No render_level 

 

render_level  =  1 

 

render_level  =  2 

 

render_level  =  3 

 

render_level  =  4 

 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

 

20 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

266 

 

175 

 

205 

 

255 

 

266 

7915 

 

6165 

 

6765 

 

7595 

 

7915 

No render_level 

 

render_level  =  1 

 

render_level  =  2 

 

render_level  =  3 

 

render_level  =  4 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

170 

 

120 

 

130 

 

160 

 

170 

5996 

 

4986 

 

5286 

 

5846 

 

5996 

No render_level 

 

render_level  =  1 

 

render_level  =  2 

 

render_level  =  3 

 

render_level  =  4 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

 

10 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

150 

 

112 

 

125 

 

144 

 

150 

5681 

 

4806 

 

5106 

 

5521 

 

5681 

No render_level 

 

render_level  =  1 

 

render_level  =  2 

 

render_level  =  3 

 

render_level  =  4 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

110 

 

90 

 

95 

 

106 

 

110 

4721 

 

4216 

 

4366 

 

4646 

 

4721 
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Without any        

objects 

    20 1685 

Without any 

textures 

20 20 10 10 135 5269 

Without textures 

and objects 

    5 1069 

 

9.      Related Work 

        There are many CVEs built for different purposes like training astronauts,  

manufacturing and for gaming. Most of the CVEs use editors to build 3D objects. These 3D 

objects makes the users to communicate and express their ideas effectively. The visible 

properties of the virtual environment like objects are critical to the intelligibility of, the 

participants' actions and activities[Hindmarsh]. Hindmarsh and a group of other researchers 

experimented with a  furniture world consisting a set of virtual objects to know the role of 

virtual objects in supporting the interaction between users who logged into that CVE. The 

virtual world consists of two sockets, a door, two windows, chairs and tables. The task is to 

arrange these objects in a specified order. The experiment showed very good results. The 

users were provided with Silicon Graphics workstations, headphones and microphones. The 

users communicated very well in arranging those objects and they made discussions and 

debates too. In this CVE they connected the objects and the user who is looking at that object 

with a line so that other users can understand to which object the user is looking at. In 

Unicron also the APIs of all objects should improve in future so that users are able to point 

them and move them easily.   

       Roberts and a group of researchers conducted an experiment with the help of a device 

called Gazebo[Robert]. They provided the non verbal communication between users with the 

help of pointing to, manipulating the objects and turning towards different users who logged 

into that CVE. The users were able to build that Gazebo by using different forms of 

interactions they provided for them such as pointing, turning.  

 

10.       Conclusions 

      This project focused on creating 3D virtual objects, including high quality graphics 

functionality and integrating them into the CVE.  The design and implementation of 3D 

objects are explained in detail. The object handling APIs are also discussed. 

      Two kinds of chair and table objects are created in CVE. The chair and table class has a 

variable called type which takes ‘office’ or ‘lab’ as its values and draws the objects 

accordingly. The lab chair and table are drawn with fewer number of graphical primitives. 

Textures were used wherever they required. In drawing the computer textures were used for 

monitor, cd drive, dvd drive.  

      At present the window blinds are the only decoration class drawn using 3D graphical 

primitives. All other decorations as just rectangular polygons mapped with appropriate 

textures.  
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      The objects which fall into the tools catego1ry need some API’s as an agent can hold 

those objects and can move in the CVE. In the current version of the CVE the pen and book 

classes have API’s which enable them to be held by an avatar. The avatar can hold more than 

one tool and can switch from one tool to another tool with the help of key board interaction. 

The API’s required to do this are presented in the Tool class which is inherited by all of the 

tools currently in the CVE. 

      Rendering based on level of detail considerably decreases the display list length. But 

appropriate mechanisms should be developed in future to reduce cost for calculating the 

distance of the avatar from all adjacent rooms for every node change.  

        Networking commands are also explained  for all of the tools objects currently in the 

CVE.   Maintaining the dynamic state of virtual objects is discussed in future work of 

networking commands. All the objects in the CVE have less functionality. Good functional 

APIs should be developed in future for all these objects.  
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